THE EYE OPENER: BOSTONSIGHT’S PERCEPTION BUSTING SERIES
COMMON SCLERAL MYTHS DEBUNKED

MYTH 2: When it comes to lens fitting, many patients don’t need a large lens for long-term health.

FACT: BostonSight SCLERAL lenses offer the optimal solution for many conditions.

Big lenses are made to solve big problems – that’s the sentiment of some practitioners. Because our lens is data-backed, it is uniquely designed to fit properly and provide full coverage of the ocular surface to maximize ocular health and provide the best comfort and vision.

Specially designed to treat a wide range of conditions, BostonSight SCLERAL is ideal for improving long-term ocular health.

With data on over 7,000 eyes, we know the long-term key benefits of SCLERAL lenses make BostonSight the better choice. 3 out of 4 of patients experienced significant improvement in visual function at six months, which was sustained for five years with continued lens use.

So, whether the issue is large or small, trust BostonSight SCLERAL to improve patients’ vision, comfort and long-term ocular health – allowing them to see life through a whole new lens.

Patients report a 60% decrease in ocular surface disease index (OSDI©) score when fit with BostonSight SCLERAL.